Remark.
Proof. It is known [3] that the (2A -1)-skeleton of Fi+m,m is of the same homotopy type as that of Pl+m-i = Pk+m-i/Pk^i, where Pn is the real «-dimensional projection space. On the other hand, Pt+m-i is the Thorn complex of kHm-i (which we will write as T(kHm-i)), where 2îm_i is the Hopf bundle over Pm_i. To see this, observe that Pk+m-x -Pk-x = kHm-x, from which the statement follows immediately. Now (A + 2*Cm-1))22ro_i = A22m_1©2*('n--1>2', where I is the trivial line bundle over Pm_i [l] . Hence r((A + 2*im-1))22m_1) = ^2*(m)r(A22m_i). Now the theorem follows from the suspension theorem.
